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2Problems with identifying the tachyon as the inaton are discussed in Ref. [11], where it is argued that there is no
obvious mechanism for reheating the universe after tachyon driven ination because of the absence of oscillations about
the minimumof the potential. Therefore, one expects the tachyon to dominate the energy density of the universe after
ination, and since in this phase the tachyon energy density falls o as a
 3
, tachyon energy density would dominate
over radiation. On the other hand, it is known that the early universe went through a radiation dominated phase.
This argument does not exclude the possibility of tachyon driven ination followed by an inationary era driven by
another eld [11]. The tachyon could contribute to dark matter, though it requires ne-tuning of initial conditions
to ensure that the present tachyon energy density is not so large as to exceed current bounds on dark matter or too
small to make a signicant contribution [20].
In this paper, we study the dynamics of gauge and scalar elds living on an unstable brane to see if the elds of the
Standard Model could be embedded in such a scenario. First, we nd a solution for a homogeneous tachyon eld in
Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmological backgrounds for arbitrary V (T ). This solution is valid for
_
T  1,
i.e. when the tachyon equation of state is like that of nonrelativistic matter. We then add scalar and gauge elds
to the action in Eq. (1) and derive their equations of motion. These equations are valid for small uctuations and
do not include the backreaction of the tachyon and the metric. The scalar and gauge elds see an eective metric
dierent from the metric seen by gravity. Furthermore, the equations of state of scalar and gauge elds dier from




, so their contribution to
the energy-momentum tensor is like that of cold dark matter rather than ordinary massless elds. Finally, the gauge
coupling grows rapidly with time in these models. Therefore, it is impossible to identify the gauge elds living on the
brane with those of the Standard Model in these scenarios.
The results of this paper should be of relevance for string theory studies of tachyon condensation. Most studies focus
on D-branes decaying in at space-time. Our analysis considers a brane decaying in a time dependent gravitational
background. Many authors [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] have argued that the gauge theory living on a D-brane becomes strongly
coupled as the brane decays and that the gauge elds are conned at the endpoint of tachyon condensation. In our
solutions the gauge coupling is indeed seen to grow with time. Ref. [1] found time dependent solutions for tachyons
in string eld theory and showed that the decaying D-brane evolves into a pressureless gas at late time. This analysis
considered only the behavior of the tachyon; our analysis shows that contributions to the pressure from gauge elds
and scalars also vanish at late times. It would be interesting to conrm this in a full string eld theory calculation. In
addition, the equations of motion for the gauge elds and scalars show that these elds see an eective metric whose
curvature is growing rapidly with time. This introduces large curvature corrections to the equations of motion for
these elds. It is important to emphasize that these corrections are absent unless both the tachyon and the metric
are evolving with time. These large curvature corrections are a novel feature of tachyon condensation which have not
been discussed previously in the literature.
II. SOLUTION OF THE TACHYON EQUATION OF MOTION




































= 0 ; (6)
where
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where  includes all contributions to the energy density. We will solve Eq. (6) directly in terms of a(t), so the solution
will be valid for arbitrary matter content and curvature. Solutions with nite energy density must have
_
T ! 1 as
V (T )! 0. Therefore, we look for a solution of the form
T (t) = t+ f(t) ; (8)
where f(t) is assumed to be a small correction. Solutions of this form for the specic case of V (T ) / e
 T
are known
for at space [6] and for the FRW metric [19]. We generalize these solutions to any V (T ). Using the approximations
3f(t)  t and
_















This equation is easily solved since every term is a total time derivative, yielding
_


































The solution in Eq. (10) has two constants of integration, one of which is expressed in terms of 
T
, the tachyon energy
density when a(t) = 1, the other in terms of the value of the tachyon eld at some initial time t
i
. In most cosmological
applications, it is assumed that the tachyon starts rolling at some early time t
R
with T = 0 and
_
T = 0. The solution
in Eq. (10) is not valid all the way back to t
R




, though for a physically sensible
solution one expects that the condition
_
T  1 should be satised shortly after the tachyon begins its descent. The


























The approximations f(t)  t and
_
f (t) 1 are valid at late times if a
3
(t)V (t)! 0 as t!1. Though the functional
form of V (T ) is not known, it is expected to decay exponentially as a function of T . Two functional forms which
satisfy the requirements that the potential have an unstable maximum at T = 0 and a minimum at T =1 are























is the p-brane tension, which has mass dimension 4 for p = 3. These potentials are similar to tachyon potentials
found in bosonic [34, 35, 36] and supersymmetric [36, 37] string theory calculations. The actions appearing in these
calculations are of a slightly dierent form than Eq. (1); in particular, the tachyon kinetic terms do not appear inside
a square root. If one expands the action of Eq. (1) in powers of @T , the result is very similar to the actions in




) [6] for V (T ). For these potentials, the pressure
vanishes exponentially at late times.
III. DYNAMICS OF GAUGE FIELDS AND SCALARS

























is the string length (for the remainder of this paper, we will set 2l
2
s
= 1). Including the (abelian) eld
strength in this manner follows from T-duality, and the inclusion of scalar elds (which describe the transverse motion
of the brane) arises naturally from considering the transverse components of the induced metric. There is one such
scalar eld for each direction normal to the brane. We have included only one scalar eld here for simplicity; our
analysis is easily extended to any number of these scalars. The form of the action for a non-BPS D-brane has been
a subject of intense study. It has been checked by explicit calculations of S matrix elements and is consistent with T
duality [2, 3, 4, 5].
For the remainder of this paper, we specialize to the case of a 3+1 dimensional brane. First, we set @

 = 0 and











































. As is well known, there is a critical value E
cr
for an electric




the Dirac-Born-Infeld action no longer makes sense; this corresponds to the











We now derive the equations of motion for small eld uctuations satisfying E  E
cr
. Therefore, we can expand
the Lagrangian to lowest order in F
2
. This yields
L =  V (T )
p





























Since we have assumed both @ and F

are small we have ignored all coupling terms between the two elds, which

















) = 0 (18)
where r

is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric g

. The Christoel symbols and curvature tensors
for the metric g

for a spatially homogeneous T in an FRW background with k = 0 are calculated in the Appendix.
We can simplify this equation further by dening g
0









 = 0 (19)
where the covariant derivative is dened with respect to the metric g
0

. This result could have been derived by rst


























 = 0 : (20)








. Dropping this term, we see that  has solutions




. Note that null geodesics of g
0

are the same as
null geodesics of g











T ) which is not the metric seen by gravity, g

.














































) = 0 : (22)


































) = 0: (23)
The bars over the covariant derivatives and curvature tensors indicate that they are dened with respect to the metric
g






 1=V (t). This can also be seen directly from the Lagrangian in Eq. (16). The corrections from









. Here we assume
all dimensional quantities in the Lagrangian have their scale set by M
pl




T  0 but are large at later times because all nonzero components of the Ricci tensor R







), which grows exponentially as the tachyon rolls to its minimum. Unlike the case of scalars, we have not
attempted to rewrite the equations for electromagnetic waves in the form of a simple wave equation like Eq. (20).
Therefore, it is not clear whether electromagnetic waves will propagate along null geodesics of the metric g

.
As a simple example, we can solve Eq. (21) for a spatially homogeneous electric eld E  F
0i
. Using the results in




























































. To understand what happens in this regime, one
would have to take into account the corrections from terms that are O(F
4
) and higher as well as corrections to the
equations of motion of the tachyon and metric from the electric eld. It is easy to see that the growth of the electric
eld in excess of E
cr
is an artifact of truncating the action to O(F
2
). The exact energy density of a brane with a






























Since the right hand side is positive denite, E  E
cr
. It would be interesting to derive the the exact eld equations
for the gauge eld, tachyon, and metric, and determine the late time behavior of a homogeneous electric eld, but
this is beyond the scope of this paper.






































































































































T . The O(F
2
) piece contains contributions from both the tachyon









to the equation of state diers from conventional radiation. It is possible to put T
F

in perfect uid form by













Again the pressure of the radiation is vanishing as
_
T ! 1 so gauge elds on the brane behave like nonrelativistic














Gauge elds and scalars living on a D-brane with a rolling tachyon have very dierent physics from Standard Model
elds in conventional cosmological scenarios. The massless elds on a decaying D-brane see dierent metrics than
the one seen by gravity. There are large corrections to the classical equations of motion from the curvature of this
eective metric as well as the time variation of the gauge coupling. The equations of state for both the gauge eld and
the scalar are also non-standard, with a pressure that vanishes as the tachyon rolls to the minimum of its potential.
These signicant departures from the physics of normal gauge and scalar elds make it impossible to identify Standard
Model elds with the elds living on a decaying brane with a rolling tachyon.
This analysis reveals interesting features of the process of brane decay. Our calculations conrm that the gauge
elds become strongly coupled as the tachyon rolls to its minimum. Furthermore, we showed that the contribution
of gauge elds and scalars to the pressure vanishes at late times. We also found large corrections to the equations
of motion for massless elds on the brane because the curvature of the eective metric is growing rapidly with time.
These corrections are only seen if one allows both the metric and the tachyon to evolve with time, and cannot be
seen if one studies the brane decay process assuming a at space-time background. Because we expanded the action
in powers of the gauge eld and scalar the equations of motion derived in this paper can only be applied to small
uctuations of these elds in the rolling tachyon background. We applied our equations to a uniform electric eld and
showed that this eld will grow with time, eventually surpassing the critical electric eld on the brane. This indicates
a breakdown of our approximations, and in this regime one needs to take into account higher order terms as well as
the backreaction of the tachyon and metric. It would be interesting to extend the analysis of this paper to include
these eects.
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VI. APPENDIX
For reference, we note the following properties of the metric g





















In the following we will take g

to be of FRW form with k = 0 and consider time dependent, spatially homogeneous
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